ALR Post 365 Uniform Guidance

1. The American Flag

1.1. When worn by an ALR member, the Flag must not be subjugated by any other emblem
or standard on the item of apparel to which it is affixed.
1.2. When worn by an ALR member, the Flag must not be obscured or covered by any other
emblem or standard on the item of apparel to which it is affixed.
1.3. Established standards for the display and wearing of the Flag must be observed:
1.3.1. When worn on the shoulder of a garment, the field of stars must be forward, as if
the Flag is carried into the wind on a pole.
1.3.2. When worn on the back or front of a garment, the field of stars is to be on the left.
The patches depicted on the vest from below are required patches for ALR
Post 365 Riders.

1.3.3. When worn in conjunction with one (1) flag of another organization, sovereignty,
territory, or nation, the Flag must be in a numerically superior (to the left of the
other flag when viewed from the front).
1.3.4. When worn in conjunction with several flags of other organizations,
sovereignties, territories, or nations, the Flag must be worn in the center and above
any other flag in the grouping.
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1.3.5. No graphic or slogan is ever to appear across the Flag.
1.3.6. The Flag is never to be worn on the seat of the pants, or on any other location that
could be considered disrespectful to the Flag
1.4. When worn garments bearing the Flag are to be discarded, the Flag is to be removed
from the garment and retired in a manner appropriate to the Flag of The United States of
America.

2. The ALR Back Patch

2.1. The ALR Back Patch, configured as put forth by the Founding Members and available
through The American Legion Emblem Sales, is to be worn by all members of the ALR
in good standing.
2.2. The Back Patch must be the dominant feature of the back of the garment upon which it is
worn; i.e., the ALR back patch must not be subjugated to any other patch. Lower
rockers are not to be worn with the Back Patch. The Back Patch is also required for
ALR Post 365 Riders.

2.3. It is recommended and the intent of these bylaws that those who are not Full ALR
Members and have not been elected as Chapter Supporters do not wear the ALR Back
Patch.
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2.4. Specification of the garment upon which the Back Patch is to be worn is left to the
discretion of the individual Chapters.

3. Other Patches
3.1. Members may add any additional patches that follows the guidelines defined herein and
that promotes a positive image for The American Legion and the American Legion
Riders.
4. Dress

4.1. The ALR is a program of The American Legion, and as such, members are
representatives of The American Legion. It is strongly recommended that members dress
in a manner that promotes a positive image for The American Legion, particularly when
operating in group activities or interacting with the community.
4.2. The ALR Back Patch and other related articles of clothing incorporate The American
Legion emblem, and must be worn in a manner consistent with The American Legion
emblem requirements.

5. Control and Surrender of Items Incorporating Emblem

5.1. Since items incorporating the ALR emblem are available to the public through The
American Legion Emblem Sales, there is no mechanism by which to restrict their use
and display by non-members.
5.2. There is no mechanism by which the ALR can legally reclaim items incorporating the
ALR emblem from those ex-members who choose to sever their relationship with the
organization.
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